
Dance Floors     Exhibit and Display Floors     Tent and Event Floors     Stadium Turf Protection  

         Game Courts     Ice Rink Flooring     Garage and Basement Floors     Wet Area Floors

Military Tent and MOUT Flooring     Access Matting     Gym Floor Protection

MODULAR PORTABLE FLOORING FOR ALL TYPES OF APPLICATIONS
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INTERLOCKING PORTABLE FLOORING SYSTEMS



Corporate Event Tents
Party & Wedding Tents
Military MOUT Training Tents
Tournaments & Sporting
Hospitality Tents

Warehouse & Storage Tents
Kiosks & Retail Tents
Pathways Between Tents
Sub-Floor for Existing Wooden
Dance Floor

EverBlock tent flooring is ideal for corporate, residential,  
industrial tents and military training facilities.

Our modular flooring sections transport efficiently on pal-
lets and deploy quickly without tools or material handling 
equipment.

Unlike other interlocking flooring systems,  EverBlock Unlike other interlocking flooring systems,  EverBlock 
tent flooring is a SYSTEM, meaning it integrates with other 
versions of EverBlock flooring as well as with EverBlock 
building blocks.

This versatility allows for previously unimaginable combi-This versatility allows for previously unimaginable combi-
nations - tent floors with inlaid dance floors, with raised 
floors for runways and staging, all integrated with walls 
and more. There is no other system that provides such 
ease of use, combined with the incredible versatility of 
EverBlock Flooring. 

MOUT Military Training Facilities

Tent & Event Flooring

TENT FLOORING FOR EVENTS, INDUSTRIAL,
AND MILITARY TRAINING FACILITIES

CREATE EXPANDABLE, CHANGEABLE, AND 
TRANSPORTABLE STRUCTURES WITHOUT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OR TOOLS

EVENT, TENT AND 
MILITARY FLOORS

MODULAR AND PORTABLE INTERLOCKING 
FLOORING FOR EVENTS, TENTS & MILITARY 

WWW.EVERBLOCKFLOORING.COM



EverBlock flooring is perfect for exhibitions and trade 
shows, making it the ideal flooring for indoor and out-
door exhibits.

Add LED lights within the integrated bi-directional cable 
channels of each module for dramatic flooring effects. 

EverBlock exhibit floors provide a modern and clean look EverBlock exhibit floors provide a modern and clean look 
that compliments the theme of any exhibit or booth, yet 
doesn’t distract from the other elements of the installa-
tion. 

TRADE SHOW FLOORING SYSTEMS 
AND RETAIL DISPLAY FLOORS
TRADE SHOW FLOORING SYSTEMS 
AND RETAIL DISPLAY FLOORS

EXHIBIT
FLOORING

EverDance® is the ideal dance floor for a variety of indoor 
and outdoor applications. From hotels to convention cen-
ters, and from party rental companies to tent and event 
companies, EverDance is the perfect portable dance floor 
for all types of events. 

Purchase individual tiles or complete dance floor packages, 
depending on your needs.

The simple interlock methodology, durable construction, 
and realistic wood-grain finish of the EverDance dance 
module all contribute to making EverBlock the perfect 
choice for a variety of venues and organizations.

Toll Free: 844-422-5625   Local: 646-681-6555

Hotels
Banquet Halls
Event Centers
Convention Centers
Houses of Worship

Tented Events
Schools
Museums
Arenas
Recreation Centers

Trade Show Booths
Outdoor Exhibits
Exhibition Booths
Museum Displays

Retail Displays
Concession Kiosks
Experiential Exhibits
Brand Activations 

MODULAR INTERLOCKING DANCE FLOORSDANCE FLOORS



EverBase® and EverBase2® are ideal for use as game 
courts for basketball, volleyball, badminton and more. 

The simple interlock methodology, durable construction, 
color options, and realistic wood-grain finish of the Ever-
Block module all contribute to making EverBlock the per-
fect choice for your next sports court. 

Most importantly, EverBlock flooring offers a realistic ball 
bounce and uniform play due to the bi-directional cross 
ribbing, arched underside, and co-polymer plastic con-
struction. 

The EverCover® Gym Floor Protection System is designed 
to protect sensitive surfaces against damage from pedes-
trians, catering carts, and other event traffic.  

Manufactured using the highest grade needle punch textile, EverCover is a durable and suitable choice for large scale 
events. Carpet is resistant to stains and spills and may easily be cleaned using standard cleaning supplies. 

PORTABLE INTERLOCKING SPORTS
AND GAME COURT FLOORING

GYM FLOOR PROTECTION SYSTEM GYM FLOOR COVERS

GAME COURTS

Schools & Graduations
Muncipal Gyms
Event & Convention Centers
Houses of Worship
Gym Floor Protection

4 Wood Finish Options 16 Color Options

Childcare Facilities
Home Game Courts
On-Rink Events
Sub-Floor Basketball Courts
Concerts

WWW.EVERBLOCKFLOORING.COM

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT RIBS IMPROVE 
STRENGTH & CONTRIBUTE TO 
REALISTIC BALL BOUNCE



EverBlock Floors are perfect for home or office use. The 
wide range of colors and wood finishes of the EverBlock 
Flooring system enables to you to design unique and 
stylish floors, in 16 colors and 4 wood finishes, and to 
alternate colors as needed to create patterns and to 
achieve the desired look and effect.

Cover unsightly and damaged floors or simply add Cover unsightly and damaged floors or simply add 
some pizazz to your existing concrete floor. Once 
installed, EverBlock Flooring will lay flat over the exist-
ing sub-floor and provide a more finished look in your 
home or office.

OFFICE & RESIDENTIAL
FLOORING

ALTERNATE COLORS AND INCORPORATE 
PATTERNS TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL FLOORS 

EverBlock can handle the weight of heavy cars, furniture, 
motorcycles, equipment and is easy to clean with standard 
cleaning solutions. 

The floor itself is resistant to chemicals, oils, and automo-
tive fluids and will stand up to the rigors of daily garage or 
basement floor use.

EverBlock Flooring is fully waterproof and may be used in 
damp and high-humidity areas. Floors will not rot, warp, 
delaminate or become moldy, even when fully submerged.

INDUSTRIAL GARAGE & BASEMENT
FLOORS FOR WET OR DAMAGED AREAS

Toll Free: 844-422-5625   Local: 646-681-6555

GARAGE FLOORING

16 color options allow you to customize your floor 100% weather and waterproof flooring tiles



EverBlock arena flooring is designed to protect your ice, 
while keeping attendees warm above the ice surface.

By containing air in cavities between the top layer and 
bottom layer there is a substantial difference between 
the temperature of the ice below and the temperature of 
the top surface of the flooring.

Additionally, the insulation that the flooring provides Additionally, the insulation that the flooring provides 
allows you to save on cooling the floor below (and on 
heating the interior of your building). 

The underside of the flooring is flat, preventing ridges in 
your ice surface, yet contains small traction nubs to pre-
vent movement of the flooring on the ice surface below. 

ICE ARENA COVER SYSTEMS ICE RINK FLOORING

EverBlock’s unique cross ribbing distributes weight effec-
tively across flooring sections, preventing soil compaction, 
maintaining proper moisture levels, and creating open 
areas that promote ventilation and water flow.  The unique 
underside design creates a space for grass blades to remain 
protected from the type of wear and soil compaction that 
occurs under foot traffic.

With EverBlock flooring, thousands of visitors can walk, With EverBlock flooring, thousands of visitors can walk, 
jump, and dance on the floor, while the turf below remains 
safe and ready for play.

EverBlock is ideal for full field protection against pedestrian EverBlock is ideal for full field protection against pedestrian 
traffic, lightweight vehicles, equipment (such as speakers 
and mixing stations), and rolling concert cases.  In addition 
to full field protection, use EverBlock along sidelines, 
during play, to prevent wear to the turf and to provide a dry 
surface for athletes and staff.  

NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC TURF PROTECTION
SYSTEMSSTADIUM TURF PROTECTION

Concerts
Graduations
On-Field Tradeshows
Monster Truck Events
Parties & Corporate Events

Concerts
Sub-Floor For Game Courts
Graduations & Assemblies
On-Rink Events & Parties
On-Rink Trade Shows & 
Exhibitions

WWW.EVERBLOCKFLOORING.COM



Lawn & Parkland Protection
Sports Field Protection
Access Over So Ground
Sidewalk Protection
Access Over Sand

Boneyard Flooring
Work Platforms & Trackway
Equipment Pads 
Forkli, Boom Li, Backhoe 
Access

EverBlock’s EverRoad® ground protection mats are 
designed to resist heavy moving loads and are manufac-
tured using a high quality HDPE material that provides 
the perfect balance between stiffness and flexibility, 
allowing mats to gently flex under heavy loads, without 
cracking or breaking.  

EverBlock ground protection mats can be interconnected 
using our tip and lock EverBlock Connector Links, which 
requires no tools for installation.

Toll Free: 844-422-5625   Local: 646-681-6555

Mats provide stability under moving loads and prevent rutting and displacement of soil, grass, and mud.  From trucks, to fork-
lis EverBlock matting can withstand incredible loads (120-ton vehicles can easily be handled), while protecting the sub-sur-
face and providing a firm support base for traffic, work, or event attendees. By distributing weights over a larger area, Ever-
Block mats are the perfect ground protection mats and trackway for use at stadiums and sports fields and on high-end lawns 
and parklands. 

EVERBLOCK ACCESS MATS HANDLE HEAVY 
WEIGHTS AND MOVING LOADS

MATS INTERLOCK FOR GREATER
PROTECTION AND SAFETY, 
AND OFFER AN ATTRACTIVE 
ANTI-SLIP TREAD PATTERN

CREATE EXPANDABLE, CHANGEABLE, AND 
TRANSPORTABLE STRUCTURES WITHOUT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OR TOOLS

ACCESS MATTING GROUND PROTECTION MATS

Available in black or white. White colored mats provide great 
protection to grass surfaces and lowers mat surface temperatures.



In addition to modular flooring systems, EverBlock also manufactures a complete line of compatible modular 
building blocks and sophisticated wall panel solutions. Used to build temporary and permanent walls, trade 
show exhibits, office walls, cubicles, retail displays, modular furniture, props and so much more, EverBlock is 
your one stop shop for modular building and design flexability. 

Whether you are a homeowner looking to create a room divider in a lo space or kids bedroom, an office looking Whether you are a homeowner looking to create a room divider in a lo space or kids bedroom, an office looking 
to install demountable walls, a factory looking to divide their space, a gym looking to provide a colorful and fun 
enclosure for a play or workout area, or a special event looking to divide tents or ballrooms in an elegant fashion, 
the versatility of EverBlock makes these types of projects a "snap".

All EverBlock systems work seamlessly with one another, for a  fully integrated building system. 

BUILD TEMPORARY WALLS, ROOM DIVIDERS,
TRADE SHOW BOOTHS, CUBICLES & MORE

INTERLOCKING MODULAR WALL PANELS 
INSTALLS QUICKLY USING OUR PROPRIETARY 

LUG CONNECTION SYSTEM

A UNIVERSAL MODULAR BUILDING BLOCK 
SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS YOU TO BUILD

NEARLY ANYTHING

WWW.EVERBLOCKFLOORING.COM

OTHER EVERBLOCK PRODUCTS
& BUILDING SOLUTIONS

MODULAR BLOCKSMODULAR BLOCKSWALL PANELS



Depending on your specific application, we have several different 
types of flooring that may work for your needs. Under the applica-
tions pull down tab above, there is a list of applications for which 
our floors are suited.  In each application section there is a list of the 
products that are ideal for the specific use. 

What Type Of Flooring Do I Need?

We can help you figure out the number of square feet of flooring 
that you need. Typically, you take the length of the space multiplied 
by the width of the space to get the total number of sq/ of floor 
(i.e. LxW). In some cases, if you have an irregularly sized area you 
may need to measure the total square footage in sections and add 
the sections together.  By providing us with a floor plan we can help 
you figure out the number of square feet you require. You can also 
use our online 3D Virtual Builder to design your space (and any 
color patterns) and figure out the number of sq/ required for each 
color.

Note that we offer two different module sizes and one mat size.  
EverBase is a 12" x 12" module, which is 1 sq/ in total.  EverBase 2 
Note that we offer two different module sizes and one mat size.  
EverBase is a 12" x 12" module, which is 1 sq/ in total.  EverBase 2 
is 18" x 24", which is 3 sq/ in total.  It is less expensive to build a 
floor with EverBase 2, but you get a little less flexibility or "resolu-
tion" to make patterns or designs.  A combination of EverBase and 
EverBase 2 is usually best for larger floors in which you want to add 
some detail, such as a dance floor or patterned floor within. 
For the EverRoad Access Matting, each mat is 4 x 8 (48" x 96") or For the EverRoad Access Matting, each mat is 4 x 8 (48" x 96") or 
32 sq/ per mat. 

How Much Flooring Do I Need?

EverBase and EverBase 2 flooring, when installed by an experi-
enced crew, can be installed at the rate of about 1,000 sq/ per 
person per hour from pre-assembled 3 x 3 or 3 x 4 sheets.   
Dismantling your floor takes about half the time it takes to install 
the floor, when the proper tip and disconnect technique is used.  

Most of the time for installation involves making sure the product is Most of the time for installation involves making sure the product is 
close to the location of installation, so that you don't have to walk 
back and forth to get flooring sections and then to place them into 
position. 

How Long Does It Take To Install EverBlock Flooring?

Yes... and no. All of our Dance Floor (wood look) versions are manu-
factured using 100% recycled material.  All Black EverBlock flooring 
is also manufactured using 100% recycled material.  The other floor-
ing colors are manufactured using new material, in an effort to 
maintain color consistency and quality. 

We are always working with our material suppliers to obtain quality 
recycled product that can be used in colors other than Black, but at 
this time have not found a feedstock that we are comfortable with. 

Is EverBlock Flooring Made From Recycled Material?

We offer a 3 year limited warranty to the original purchaser that the 
product (a) conforms to EverBlock published specifications, and (b) 
is free from defects in material and workmanship.  We will replace 
at no cost defective product that does not meet our standards.

What Type Of Warranty Do You Offer?

Typically we can delivery up to 25,000 sq/ of flooring within 10 
days, anywhere in the continental USA. From time to time we experi-
ence 2-3 week backlogs on production so it is good to leave as 
much time as possible to receive your floor.

Contact us if you have specific timing requirements and we usually 
can adjust our schedule to accommodate your deadlines.

How Long Does It Take To Get EverBlock Flooring?

The EverBlock Transport Cart features rubber, large diameter, 
caster wheels that enable you to easily move heavy loads, 
single-handedly, without damaging the floor surface below.

A detachable push handle facilitates storage and easy transport of 
your carts and is used to push carts without pressing on the stack of 
flooring.

Transport roughly 1000 sq/ of EverDance Dance Floor and 800 Transport roughly 1000 sq/ of EverDance Dance Floor and 800 
sq/ of tent flooring on a standard EverBlock cart, depending on 
facility height restrictions or doorway limitations.

EverBlock Flooring is 100% manufactured in the USA, at our mold-
ing facility. 

How Is EverBlock Flooring Transported?

Yes. EverBlock Flooring has been tested to both UL94 HB (Standard 
for Safety of Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices) 
and ASTM D2859 (Standard Test Method For Flammability of 
Finished Textile Floor Covering Materials), two standards common-
ly used in the industry. 

Is EverBlock Flooring Fire Rated?

Unused product may be returned in its original packaging for a 15% 
re-stocking fee, plus round trip freight.  We encourage you to think 
carefully about your order and about your specific needs, as the 
cost of returning flooring can be quite high for both parties.   We do 
not accept returns of used or damaged product. 

What Is The Return Policy?

We have been in business just about 4 years (as of the beginning of 
2016). The founder of EverBlock has over 25 years experience in the 
modular flooring industry and was a pioneer in designing, patent-
ing, and refining many of the modular floors in-use today. He has 
built and sold two different modular flooring businesses, with 
EverBlock being his latest venture. 

How Long Has EverBlock Been In Business?

Where Is EverBlock Flooring Manufactured?

Toll Free: 844-422-5625   Local: 646-681-6555

CREATE EXPANDABLE, CHANGEABLE, AND 
TRANSPORTABLE STRUCTURES WITHOUT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OR TOOLSFREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSFAQ



Each EverBlock floor version contains unique features specific to its 
application, yet the modules work together and can interconnect, 
providing the ultimate in flexibility.  For example, our dance floors 
will fully connect to a surrounding tent floor to create a seamless 
overall look for your event.  

Our Floor Versions Work Together To Create A Completely
Integrated Flooring System

EverBlock incorporates the latest technology and aesthetic trends 
in modular flooring design, the most advanced connection system 
technology, and a focus on structural strength. EverBlock Flooring 
was designed by one of the pioneers in modular flooring systems, 
Arnon Rosan, who has had over 25 years of experience designing, 
manufacturing, and installing millions of square feet of modular 
flooring throughout the world. 

We Incorporate The Latest In Modular Flooring Technology

EverBlock Flooring modules contain structural cross-ribs for 
additional strength and integrated cable and drainage channels on 
the underside, which enable you to run networking and power 
cables under your floor and allow rain and water to flow under-
neath the floor.  You can also run LED lights to illuminate translu-
cent versions of the floor, for dramatic effects.

EverBlock Flooring Features Integrated Cable Channels

All EverBlock Flooring interconnects using EverBlock’s proprietary  
quick-connect locking system, providing incredible durability, 
while being easy to connect and disconnect. Simply slide sections 
into position and step down on tiles to connect. To disconnect 
simply tip sections upwards, disconnecting the specialized locking 
tab and disconnecting the section. 

Our Systems Are Quick And Easy To Install And Remove

EverBlock Flooring transports in pre-assembled 3 x 3 or 3 x 4 
sections, depending on your preferred size.  These section sizes are 
ideal for fast installation and removal as they can be handled by 
one person comfortably. 

70 pre-assembled sections can be loaded on a standard pallet, 
allowing for 630 to 840 square feet to be transported on a single 
pallet.

EverBlock Flooring is completely re-useable.  When your event or 
function is over or when you are moving or need to reconfigure 
your space, simply disconnect EverBlock tiles and transport to the 
next location.  It is a highly profitable rental item as well, allowing 
party and tent rental companies to re-coupe their investment in 
only 3-4 rentals. 

All EverBlock Floors Store Easily And Transport Compactly

EverBlock’s Transition Edging pieces provide a smooth transition 
between the sub-floor and the surface of the EverBlock. Use 
EverBlock Edging for tent floors, dance floors, exhibit floors, entry-
ways, or wherever you need to provide a safe and gradual transi-
tion. Ramps provide a smooth transition from the ground surface 
onto the flooring and meet ADA guidelines for accessibility.

ADA Compliant Transition Edging 

All EverBlock Flooring versions can be used outdoors, is chemical 
resistant and easy to clean. 

All of our flooring is completely waterproof, including wood finish 
dance and event floors.

Our modular flooring systems can support tremendous weights 
and can handle the traffic of large scale events and gatherings. 

EverBlock Flooring Is Durable And Long Lasting

Re-Usable And Re-Configurable Flooring System

ACCESSORIES

TRANSITION  EDGING TRANSPORT CART CONNECTOR LUG TILE

EASY TO INSTALL AND REMOVE

MADE IN THE USA

100% RECYCLABLE 

WATER AND WEATHER PROOF, 
CHECMICAL RESISTANT,
UV INHIBITED

MANUFACTURED USING 
DURABLE HIGH-IMPACT 
POLYPROPYLENEMODULAR BUILDING

BLOCKS
2-WAY CONNECTOR

LINK
4-WAY CONNECTOR

LINK

Toll Free: 844-422-5625   Local: 646-681-6555

CREATE EXPANDABLE, CHANGEABLE, AND 
TRANSPORTABLE STRUCTURES WITHOUT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OR TOOLS

MODULAR FLOORING 
SOLUTIONSUNIQUE PRODUCT FEATURES



EverBase® 1 (EBF1):
     - (ST) Solid Top
     - (DT) Drainage Top
EverBase® 2 (EBF2):
     - (ST) Solid Top
     - (DT) Drainage Top
EverDanceEverDance® (EBFD):
EverCover® (EBC): 
EverRoad® Access Mat (EBAM4X8):

12"L x 12"W x 1.1"H (1.27 lbs.)

24”L x 18” W x 1.1”H (3.75 lbs.)

12"L x 12"W x 1.1"H (1.27 lbs.)
39.37”L x 78.74”W x 0.2”H (13.67 lbs.)
8’L x 4’W x 0.5"H (70 lbs.)

SIZES & WEIGHTS:

MATERIAL:   

We offer a wide pallet of colors, enabling you to match design needs, corporate 
colors, event themes, or other color requirements. Mix and match colors as needed to 
build beautiful and dramatic creations.

*Metallic gold, metallic silver and translucent are also available. 
Custom colors available with minimum order quantities.

COLORS: 

UL94HB (Underwriters laboratory Yellow Card Number): This test signifies that EverBlock 
does not flare up when exposed to an open flame and has a slow burn rate of 2” per minute for 
a 2” wide, 0.5 millimeter thickness test sample. EverBlock meets all applicable standards for 
temporary floor covers.

Hot wire ignition rating: 3

ASTM 2859 (Flammability of finished textile floor covering materials): PASS

FIRE RATING: 

Smaller shipments may be sent with small package parcel services such as UPS or 
FedEx. 

For larger shipments, EverBlock flooring modules stack neatly on pallets and can be 
shipped compactly via LTL (less than truckload), standard trucks, or overseas 
shipping containers. 

EBF1 & EBFD: Stack 9 modules per layer on traditional 40" x 48" pallets, up to 70 
layers high, for a total of 630 sq/ per standard pallet (Weight 810.10lbs).

EBF2: Stack 4 modules per layer on traditional 40" x 48" pallets, up to 70 layers high, EBF2: Stack 4 modules per layer on traditional 40" x 48" pallets, up to 70 layers high, 
for a total of 840 sq/ per standard pallet (Weight 1,050lbs).

EASILY TRANSPORTABLE

We use a proprietary molded-in wood grain pattern. Because the pattern is fully 
integrated with the base tile, the floor is completely water proof, and will not peel, 
delaminate, or get waterlogged.

*Custom printed patterns are available 
with minimum order quantities.

PATTERNS: USE FOR EBFD

CARPET COLORS: USE FOR EBC

EVERBASE 1 SOLID TOP (ST)

EVERROAD ACCESS MATTING EVERCOVER GYM FLOOR COVER

EVERBASE 1 DRAINAGE TOP (DT) EVERDANCE

FLOORING
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FLOORING MODULES

WWW.EVERBLOCKFLOORING.COM

EVERBASE 2

EBF1, EBF2, EBFD: Hi-Impact Polypropylene Co-Polymer (“no-break”) with UV Inhibitors 
added for outdoor use. 

EBC: Homogenous Needle Punch Carpet fused to semi-rigid Polyolefin backing.

EBAM4X8: Hi-Density Polyethylene (HDPE).



INTERLOCKING PORTABLE FLOORING
SYSTEMS FOR ALL TYPES OF USES

790 Madison Ave. Suite 506
New York, N.Y.  10065

www.everblockflooring.com  |  Toll Free: 844-422-5625  |  Local: 646-681-6555 
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